JOB DESCRIPTION

POSITION TITLE: Market Analyst
BUSINESS UNIT: Energy Markets
LOCATION: Madrid
REPORTS TO: Head Of Business Dev & Energy Markets

OVERVIEW:
Leading global operator specialised in the complete management of solar and wind assets for the generation of electricity is looking for a Market Analyst.

RESPONSIBILITIES:
As part of the energy market teams this position will be accountable for the following tasks:

- Design and update market reports/dashboards.
- Perform ad hoc analysis to better understand energy markets fundamentals and their relationship/impact on FRV’s activities
- Design and implement various models used in the department activities (Monte Carlo simulations, stack models, BESS optimization…)
- Perform power and energy-related sales operations within the company portfolio
- Manage and populate markets DDBB
- Other ad-hoc duties.

QUALIFICATION AND EXPERTISE:
- Graduate in Technical/Scientific disciplines (Mathematics; Engineering; Physics, Economics)
- Previous experience in energy markets
- Programming languages (Python, R, VBA, MySQL)
- Microsoft Office standard tools (word, excel…)
- Reporting tools (Tableau, PowerBi)
- Fluent in English is a must

SOFT SKILLS:
- Analytical
- Problem-solving
- Proactive;
- Team spirit
- Good communication skills